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In today's digital age, youth workers
should be able and ready to react to
the new demands, challenges and
opportunities it brings. It is becoming
more and more important to have the
ability to work with audiovisual
materials and make professional
documentation of activities in all areas
of humans' work - including youth
work. Also, audiovisual materials are not only a way to promote youth work, but also a very
effective tool - activities of shooting videos or taking pictures are more and more common.
During the training, the participants are going to learn the basics of making photos, shooting
videos, editing the materials, using animation and various professional equipment. The
participants are going to shoot their own movies during the project – divided into groups,
they will experience the whole process of making a movie from the beginning till the end –
from coming up with the idea/story till the official premiere on the last day.
We then want to spread this idea by organizing more projects on this topic with the help of
the participants from this training. They will also carry out follow up activities in their
sending organizations to share their experiences with their colleagues and peers.
The training course will gather around 30 participants (youth workers) in order to work
together on the topic. We
also will to address topics
such as intercultural learning,
sense of initiative, gender
equality, etc. and explore the
idea to use audiovisual
technology also as a method
of promoting these topics
amongst young people.
You can see the videos from our similar projects here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5j8LfJz_vs&list=PL9NO2-1xXluG2yv8-0LZyKI4VGuLuWevs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79bRcXzpfSE&list=PL9NO2-1xXluFx9-U4PRtwP6bNKCV9sTY1

Profile of the participants:
- Currently involved in working with young people on the
regular basis or express serious commitment to get involved
(peer-to-peer educators, youth leaders) in the future
- Ready to actively participate in whole project (preparation,
training course and follow-up)
- Ready to organize at least 2 follow-up activities using the
experience from this training (individually or together with
another person from the same country)
- Fluent in communication in English

Accommodation:
We are going to be staying in the city of Yerevan.
Here is a link to the hotel: https://www.booking.com/hotel/am/aquatek-hotel.cs.html

The organization in charge:
TOM Dumánci:
Our NGO organizes mostly summer camps and other
activities for children, but we have also already carried out
many Erasmus+ projects – youth exchanges (about ecology,
working with kids…) and training courses for youth workers
(about intercultural learning, games as a tool for youth
work, non-formal education…)
We are the ones taking care of organization and
programme of the training course.
If you want to know more about our organization and the activities we carry out, check out
our website: dumanci.cz

Travel:
Arrival: 14. 5. 2021

The 14th and 24th May are travel days.

Leaving: 24. 5. 2021
We are going to cover the whole travel budget of all the participants.
Country
Czech Republic
Poland
Italy
Romania
Greece
Slovakia
Georgia
Armenia

Number of participants
8
2
2
2
6
2
5
6

Travel grant per one person
360 eur
360 eur
360 eur
275 eur
275 eur
360 eur
180 eur
0 eur

In this table, you can find how much money you can spend on your travel tickets. You should
look for your tickets ASAP, because the sooner you buy them, the cheaper they are.
When booking the tickets, please consider that the transport in the Armenia will also cost
some money. Please, try to find the cheapest tickets possible.

DO NOT BUY ANY TICKETS WITHOUT CONFIRMATION FROM OUR SIDE.
Otherwise we will not pay you the reimbursement.
Also, it is obligatory for you to get TRAVEL INSURANCE.

COVID-19 situation:
The Covid situation in Armenia is quite suitable for organizing a project. Hotels and
restaurants are running. You will need a negative PCR test that is not older than 72 hours to
get in, but you do not need to go into quarantine.
The NA confirmed, that we can pay for Covid tests from the project budget, as long as they
are necessary for organizing the project (which they are). We can pay for your tests as long
as they fit into your travel budget.
You can follow the most up to date information about Covid restrictions in Armenia here:
https://www.gov.am/en/covid-travel-restrictions/.

Participation fee:
Because our accommodation will be on quite a high level, we are going to take a

participation fee of 40 euros from each participant. The participants with fewer
opportunities don’t have to pay it (please, write us about your fewer opportunities in the
application form).

How to apply?
On this link, you can download the application form:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bB1TCsIbd6rbMMuYmbfLFMM76nQUW4rN/view?usp=sharing

Please, download the application, fill it in and send the document to Lukáš Dumský to this
email address: Lukas.dumsky@centrum.cz
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact Lukáš on this email address.

As soon as you get your participation confirmed by Lukas, please, look for travel tickets AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE (they are getting expensive very fast).
At the same time, please, pay the participation fee to our account:
Číslo účtu: 2100803491/2010
IBAN: CZ1620100000002100803491
BIC/SWIFT: FIOBCZPPXXX

Looking forward to meeting you soon!

